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Abstract
A data warehouse is an information system used for data reporting and analysis. It results from the collection, pretreatment and
storage of massive integrated data from disparate and heterogeneous sources. Data warehouses contain historical information and
constitute a decision support system. When the number of dimensions constituting the data warehouse is too important, it may be
difficult for the analyst to explore the OLAP cubes looking for knowledge and well-hidden patterns. It is then useful to provide
him with convenient tools to identify and ignore superfluous dimensions that can be deleted without loosing important
information. This solution allows creating new parsimonious OLAP cubes instead of the sparse original ones. In this context, we
propose in this paper an approach based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs) associated with the Multiple Correspondence Analysis
(MCA) method. Our approach aims to identify a subset of n superfluous dimensions from the initial set of p dimensions where
n<p. In this approach, we apply the GAs which are the most appropriate method used to solve optimization problems. The MCA,
which is a statistical analysis method, was used in order to evaluate the quality of the different solutions generated by the GA.
Our approach uses both techniques, GAs and MCA to reduce the size of the data warehouse, which will assist the analyst when
exploring the OLAP cubes by focusing on relevant data.
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1. Introduction
Data warehouses2,3 are multidimensional structures that contain data collected from disparate information
sources. The concept of data warehousing emerged from the need to have a quick and easy access to historical data
that can be used for decision-making. Organizations have an important amount of data but have difficulties in order
to access and make use of it because it is stored in many different formats, exists on many different platforms, and
resides in many different databases. The exploration of these multidimensional data allows the extraction of useful
knowledge to decision making. To facilitate this exploration, several techniques have been proposed which aim to
remove unnecessary and redundant data and keep only the relevant ones.
In this context, we propose an approach for reducing the data warehouse’s dimensions by identifying a subset of
dimensions that may contain the most important data of the original data warehouse. Our approach uses Genetic
Algorithms that have proven their efficiency in solving optimization problems, to identify the subset of dimensions
to keep. We have also used Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) to evaluate different combinations of
dimensions proposed by these GAs. Besides, by ignoring some dimensions of the OLAP cubes, many groups of
identical facts will be created. Facts of each group will then be aggregated, in order to conserve the original
information set, to be replaced by a unique fact.
In the first section of this paper, we present some related works having been made in the field of data warehouses
reduction and their limitations. We will explain in the next section our approach to reduce the size of a data
warehouse. An algorithm will be presented in the third section. The last section presents an illustrative example.
2. Related works and motivations
Several research studies have been proposed to reduce the data warehouse in order to permit a better exploration
and representation of the multidimensional aspect of the data cube. In this context, two research axis have been
proposed: reducing the facts corresponding to the tuples (lines) of the data warehouse or reducing the dimensions
corresponding to the columns of the data warehouse;
In3, the author proposes an hybrid approach for compacting the data warehouse by using the Rough Sets Theory
(RST) to identify and eliminate redundant and unnecessary facts. The use of the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) reduces the number of dimensions of the data warehouse. This approach makes it possible to generate a
compact and parsimonious OLAP cube where we can identify less facts and limited number of dimensions
calculated from the initial set of dimensions of the warehouse. The disadvantage of this approach is that the new set
of dimensions, although they summarize the data warehouse, may not be meaningful for the analyst as they are
synthetic dimensions obtained following the merger between the initial dimensions.
Another approach to reduce the data warehouse was used in4 where the author proceeds by aggregating the data
to move to a higher granularity dimension level of the warehouse. This technique can cause the loss or non-visibility
of some details that can be binding for the analyst. In5, the author proposes to remove the historical data that has
exceeded a certain limit, this can be critical to the integrity and coherence of the data warehouse because these data
may contain useful information.
3. Required prior knowledge and techniques used for the reduction.
3.1 The Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms presented in6,7 are optimization algorithms whose concepts had been taken from the
Darwinian theory of the evolution of species, set in 1859. According to GAs, an individual is any possible solution
to the studied problem, and may not feet exactly the problem specifications. Each individual is coded in a
chromosome that is formed by genes. A population will be made up of several individuals. To evaluate the quality
of each solution, we use a specific function called fitness function. The GA operates on the whole population, not on
isolated individuals. To move from a population i to the next one, we use the selection operator which selects the
most suitable couples of individuals of the population i to be part of the next generation according to their fitness
function.
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The main techniques of selection have been defined in8 and are used to determine the way the selection should
precede. Once the most suitable couples of elements are selected, we use the crossover and mutation operators. The
crossover operator creates from two separate individuals two children by inter-changing some sequences of bits. The
mutation operator allows the modification of a given bit in an individual.
All AGs must go through the following steps:
• randomly generates an initial population of N individuals;
• evaluation of the quality of each individual (the fitness function);
• selection of the parents by applying appropriate selection procedure (selection operator);
• crossing of two individuals with a probability cp to generate two children (crossover operator);
• mutation of two children with a probability mp (mutation operator);
• repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until the new population contains N individuals;
• iterate from step (2) until the algorithm converges to the most suitable solution;
3.2 The Multiple Correspondence Analysis
This is a multidimensional analysis method of an array containing qualitative data where a set of individuals in
the lines is described by a set of attributes in the columns. It is considered an initial qualitative data matrix H where
n is the number of individuals, p is the number of qualitative variables, ijh is the value of the variable j for the
individual i, jm is the number of modalities of the variable j and m= pmmm +++ ...21 is the total number of terms.
Table 1.Matrix H of the initial qualitative data.
H=
1  j  P
1 
 
i   ijh  
 
n 
In9,10, we identify special data structures for the ACM analysis method including:
• Table of Condensed Coding (TCC): It is a table with n rows and p columns. At the intersection of the row and
the column, we identify ijx the modality of the variable j corresponding to the individual i.
• Complete Disjunctive Table (CDT): This table is built from the TCC and has n rows includes the modalities
of variables associated with the m columns. If we denote jk the number of modalities of the variable j, the
total number of terms is m ∑= j jk . isk =1 if the individual i has the modality k and 0 otherwise.
Table 2. Matrix K of the initial qualitative data.
K=
1  S  m
1 
pki =.
 
i   isk  
 
n 
ss nk =. npk =..
The MCA provides the possibility to compare two rows or columns by calculating the distance between them.
Such a technique permits to calculate the degree of similarity between these rows or columns. This distance
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calculation can be done using the ² distance to compare two points of individuals (two lines profiles) or a colon
arrangements (two vertical profiles). In our approach, we will use the following formula to calculate the distance
between two terms points:
(1)
4. Proposed approach to reducing the size of a data warehouse.
In our approach, the objective is to reduce the number of dimensions of a data warehouse. This is to find the most
representative set of dimensions of the initial dimensions preserving the integrity and the amount of information of
the warehouse. The use of GAs is an interesting approach in this context. Individuals then designate the dimensions
of the warehouse. Each individual, which also represents a possible solution of the problem, will be represented by a
chromosome containing as many genes as the number of the warehouse dimensions. The adaptation function that is
used to evaluate the quality of each individual in the different successive populations corresponds to the calculation
of distances between the terms of the individuals of the MCA. This method of calculation will be deducted from the
² formula presented in the previous section. We then obtain the following formula per modality:
(2)
p represents the number of dimensions of the warehouse, n the number of individuals in the population, μ a term
or a member of a dimension, m occurrence of μ , and α the total number of terms of a given dimension. The
formula (2) calculates the distance, which represents the degree of resemblance between two individuals, for each
modality. As the distance decreases, the individuals are alike for this modality. We did later the sum of all the
corresponding calculated values of the modalities of all dimensions to have an overall assessment of the distance
between two individuals. The formula then becomes:
(3)
θ is a dimension. The proposed algorithm for this purpose is as follows:
Table 3.The reduction corresponding algorithm.
Algorithm corresponding to the process of reduction
1. for i from 1 to 10 do
2. for j from 1 to 6 do
3. TCC[i][j] rondom(1,0)
4. end for
5. end for
6. for i from 1 to (N=10) do
7. j=1
8. for k from 1 to length(dim1[]) do
9. if (ind[i][j] = dim1[k])
10. then TDC[i][k] 1
11. end if
12. end for
13. j[m=1 to 5]=j[m-1] + length (dim[p=2 to 6][])
14. for k[m=1 to 5]=1 tolength (dim[p=2 to 6] []) do
15. if (ind[i][j] = dim[p=2 to 6][k(m=1 to 5)]
16. then TDC[i][k(m=1 to 5)] 1
17. end if
18. end for
19. end for
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20. for i from 1 to 10 do
21. for j from 1 to 19 do
22. if (TDC[i][j]  1)
23. then TDC[i][j] 0
24. end if
25. end for
26. end for
27. for k from 1 to 6 do
28. for j from 1 to 19 do
29. Occ 0
30. for i from 1 to 10 do
31. som 0
32. if TDC[i][j] = 1
33. then occ occ+1
34. end if
35. end for
36. A= occ/N
37. B=(TDC[i][j]-xref)²
38. X=B/A
39. som som+X
40. end for
41. dist som/p
42. end for
43. {ind1(i+1), ind2(i+1), ind3(i+1), ind4(i+1)}  min {ind1(i), ind2(i)…,
ind10(i)}
44. {ind5(i+1), ind6(i+1)} crossover ( ind1(i+1), ind2(i+1), cp )
45. {ind7(i+1), ind8(i+1)} crossover ( ind3(i+1), ind4(i+1), cp )
46. {ind9(i+1)} mutation ( ind1(i+1), mp )
47. {ind10(i+1)} mutation ( ind3(i+1), mp )
5. Application on an example
There after it is proposed to apply these results on a concrete example that is represented by the data warehouse
shown in Figure1. The topic of this study is to collect general and detailed information on travelers at the state
border posts to monitor their traffic. The warehouse is formed by 6 dimensions and a central table of facts. The
initial population will consists of N=10 individuals where each one is encoded by a 6 bit gene in a chromosome
corresponding to the number of dimensions. For each gene, we coded 1 if the corresponding dimension exists for the
considered individual and 0 otherwise. This gives the following TCC table:
Table 4.Matrix corresponding to the TCC table.
Dimensions 1 2 3 4 5 6 IND
TCC=
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 2
0 1 1 0 0 1 3
0 1 0 1 0 0 4
1 0 0 0 0 1 5
0 1 0 1 0 1 6
1 0 0 1 1 0 7
1 0 0 0 1 0 8
0 1 1 0 0 1 9
1 0 0 0 0 1 10
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Fig. 1. Fact table and dimensions of the data warehouse.
The evaluation of the solutions will be made using the revised Khi² function of (3). The distance to be calculated
is between each individual and the individual of reference where all dimensions are present. The MCA approach
then identifies the members of each dimension used to calculate this distance. We will also use another coding
method of these members with a19 bit chromosome for the construction of the Complete Disjunctive Table (CDT)
to illustrate the various possible modalities. This gives the following CDT:
Table 5.Matrix corresponding to the CDT table.
Member 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 IND
CDT=
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 6
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 7
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 8
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 9
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
+Id_traveler
+Id_passeport
+Id_travel
+Id_destination
+Id_contact
+Id_post
+Id_destination
+City
+Country
+Airport
+Adress
h
+Id_passeport
+Holder_FirstName
+Holder_LastName
+ Nationality
+ Birth_Date
+ Birth_place
+Adress
+Profession
+Adresse_Work
+Sexe
+Eyes_colors
+ Date_ issue
+Duration
+Validity_Date
+ Issuing_authority
+Type
+Id_traveler
+First_name
+Last_name
+Nationality
+N°CIN
+ Date_ issue
+Birth_Date
+Birth_place
+Adress
+Profession
+Travel_Adress
+ Marital_status
+Id_post
+Label
+Machine_CashHead
+Post_Head
+Type
+Id_voyage
+N°CIN
+Destination
+Departure_Date
+Arrival_Date
+Duration
+Reason_travel
Dimension traveler
Dimension
Border_Post
Dimension Passeport
Dimension travel
Dimension Destination
+Id_contact
+ First_name
+ Last_name
+Type
+Adress
Dimension
Foreign_contact
Fact table travel
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The TCC is a random coding of dimensions that are selected according to the GAs theory. Each line corresponds
to a potential solution randomly generated, the total number of possible solutions in our case is 64. The CDT is a
real representation of members of the warehouse. So the CDT is deducted from the warehouse and the TCC is
randomly generated. The CDT also presents the different modalities of each dimension.
• Columns 1 and 2 concern citizens and foreign terms of the traveler dimension;
• Columns 3, 4 and 5 concern the dimension passeport and its modalities are diplomatic, normal and mission;
• Columns 6 and 7 relate to the reason of the travel; professional or leisure ;
• Columns 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 concern the dimension destination; Eastern Europe, Western Europe,
Africa, Asia, South America, North America and Australia;
• Columns 15 and 16 corresponds to the person who will be taken the traveler in charge;
• The last three columns relate to the crossing border dimension;
Then, we calculate the distance between individuals using the Chi-square formula adapted. Finally, we make the
sum of the distances calculated to find the total distance between the concerned individuals and the reference
individual. To illustrate an example of calculation of the distance between the reference individual ( refx ) and the
individual ( 3x ) we operate in accordance with the algorithm already explained above. This produces the following
table of distances for all individuals:
Table 6. Results corresponding to the distances.
INDIVIDUALS 1, xxref 2, xxref 3, xxref 4, xxref 5, xxref 6, xxref 7, xxref 8, xxref 9, xxref 10, xxref
NB DIMENSION 3 2 3 5 2 3 4 4 1 5
D² 3.2 4.583 0.3 3.5 4.233 2.867 2.850 4.233 2.317 1.25
6. Interpretation on the results.
In our example, and based on the results obtained by applying our algorithm previously presented, we note that
contrary to what is expected, the most relevant solutions are not necessarily those with the largest subset of
dimensions. In fact, the most acceptable solution in our case corresponds to the individual ( 3x ) where we only kept
three dimensions. While the individual ( 10x ), where we kept five dimensions, is a less satisfactory solution.
Thereafter, the subset of dimensions to keep is that considered in ( 3x ) made of the dimensions traveler, travel and
destination corresponding consecutively to the first, the third and the fourth columns in the TCC table. We consider
then CDTm post reduction table and we will try to identify if there are some duplicated lines.
Table 7.Matrix corresponding to the CDT table post reduction.
Passeport Foreign_contact Border_Post
Members 3 4 5 15 16 17 18 19 IND
CDTm=
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 6
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 7
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 8
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 9
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 10
After keeping only the members corresponding to the dimensions (traveler, travel, destination), we obtain the
table 7 above. We can notice, by the way, that the reduction of the dimensionality of the OLAP cube using the GA
and the MCA is followed by a reduction on the lines of the data warehouse. We also notice that the lines 1 and 7
represented in the table 4 are similar. We can so eliminate these two lines and replace them by only one line and
sum the measures of each one in the new line. We provide in the following table the corresponding algorithm to the
process of identifying duplicated lines and replacing them by the corresponding one. This algorithm should be
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applied to the CDTm post reduction table in which the corresponding number of lines (individuals) is unchanged
and corresponds to n while the number of members corresponds to the new value p’.
Table 8. Corresponding algorithm to the identification of duplicated lines.
1. while i<=n do
2. for (j,k) from 1 to p’ do
3. tab[k]CDTm[i][j]
4. end for
5. i++
6. while (j,k)<= p’ do
7. if tab[k]==CDTm[i][j] then (j,k)++
8. else i++
9. end if
10. m=1
11. measure=0
12. if k==p’ then
13. l[m]=i
14. measure= measure+measure[i]
15. m++
16. end if
7. Conclusion and perspectives.
Collecting information to store in data warehouses from multiple sources and over long periods of time causes
the creation of enormous multidimensional structures that the analyst is unable to effectively explore and extract
knowledge or interesting profiles. Especially since these large amounts of data may contain information of no
interest to the analyst. For this, data reduction methods have been proposed to reduce this huge amount of
information by reducing the number of facts (lines) of the data warehouse or the number of dimensions. Our
approach, in a first step, aims to reduce the number of dimensions in a data warehouse, keeping only those that may
contain the most important information. In the second step, aggregating data, resulting from ignoring some
dimensions, will systematically reduce the number of facts. Our approach uses Genetic Algorithms theory widely
used in the field of Artificial Intelligence to solve optimization problems when it’s about to find an optimal solution
among numerous possible solutions. It also uses Multiple Correspondence Analysis, which is a statistical analysis
method, in order to evaluate each solution generated by the GAs.
Finally, the approach presented in this paper is a draft to a scientifically and technically more elaborated
approach towards OLAP cubes clustering. Our objective is to help analysts with tools to extract unsuspected and
interesting profiles in a data warehouse once irrelevant data are ignored.
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